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CONS P EC TU S

I n living organisms, biological molecules often organize into multicomponent complexes. Such assemblies consist of various
proteins and carry out essential functions, ranging from cell division, transport, and energy transduction to catalysis, signaling,

and viral infectivity. To understand the biological functions of these assemblies, in both healthy and disease states, researchers
need to study their three-dimensional architecture and molecular dynamics. To date, the large size, the lack of inherent long-range
order, and insolubility havemade atomic resolution studies of many protein assemblies challenging or impractical using traditional
structural biology methods such as X-ray diffraction and solution NMR spectroscopy. In the past 10 years, we have focused our
work on the development and application of magic angle spinning solid-state NMR (MAS NMR) methods to characterize large
protein assemblies at atomic-level resolution.

In this Account, we discuss the rapid progress in the field of MAS NMR spectroscopy, citing work from our laboratory and
others on methodological developments that have facilitated the in-depth analysis of biologically important protein assemblies.
We emphasize techniques that yield enhanced sensitivity and resolution, such as fast MAS (spinning frequencies of 40 kHz and
above) and nonuniform sampling protocols for data acquisition and processing. We also discuss the experiments for gaining
distance restraints and for recoupling anisotropic tensorial interactions under fast MAS conditions. We give an overview of sample
preparation approaches when working with protein assemblies.

Following the overview of contemporary MAS NMR methods, we present case studies into the structure and dynamics of two
classes of biological systems under investigation in our laboratory. We will first turn our attention to cytoskeletal microtubule
motor proteins including mammalian dynactin and dynein light chain 8. We will then discuss protein assemblies from the HIV-1
retrovirus.

1. Introduction
The cell is a crowded environment. The most essential

cellular functions are performed by assemblies of biological

molecules (e.g., proteins, nucleic acids, and small biomole-

cules) working in concert. Such assemblies consisting of

two or more interacting partners often undergo changes in

conformation and/or molecular motions upon binding to

each other, and knowledge of their molecular architectures

and mobility at atomic resolution is critical to our under-

standing of their biological functions in the healthy cell/

organism and in the disease-associated states. While several

structural biology techniques yield atomic-level structural

information (X-ray diffraction and solution NMR spectros-

copy), these methods are limited to systems that can be
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crystallized or are soluble. Solid-state NMR (SSNMR) spec-

troscopy does not have limitationswith respect tomolecular

size, solubility, and long-range order and is thus an excellent

technique for studying large macromolecular assemblies.

A wide range of sample conditions amenable to SSNMR

characterization and the uniquely high information content

of SSNMR experiments make themethod particularly attrac-

tive. Three-dimensional (3D) architectures, molecular mo-

tions on time scales ranging from picoseconds to seconds

and longer, interactions between macromolecules, and a

wide range of their binding partners including small mole-

cules, can be inferred from the measurements, all with

unprecedented site specificity and atomic-level resolution.

Until recently, SSNMR studies of large biomolecules have

been impaired by limited sensitivity and resolution. The

rapid advances in all aspects of the technique, from hard-

ware (e.g., high magnetic fields of 17.6 T and above, magic

angle spinning (MAS) probes delivering rotation frequencies

of 40�110 kHz, as well as the newest generation of digital

radio frequency (rf) consoles), to novel pulse sequences and

data acquisition and processing protocols, to advanced

sample preparation approaches, have resulted in a surge

of exciting investigations by multiple researchers into large

macromolecular assemblies.

2. Recent Methodological Advances for MAS
NMR Studies of Protein Assemblies
Contemporary SSNMR spectroscopy is a powerful tool for

studying molecular structure and dynamics of protein

assemblies at atomic resolution. In large biological systems,

sensitivity and resolution are often a challenge, and many

SSNMR laboratories including ours focused major efforts in

development of sensitivity and resolution enhancement

techniques. High magnetic fields (17.6 T and above) have

proven necessary in studies of protein assemblies, to

achieve the required sensitivity and resolution. Often, addi-

tional signal enhancement is needed, and it can be attained

(without compromising the resolution) by nonuniform sampl-

ing (NUS),1�3 paramagnetic-relaxation-assisted condensed

data collection (PACC),4,5 and a combination of these two

methods (NUS-PACC).6

At high magnetic fields and in conjunction with MAS

frequencies of 10�60 kHz now routinely available, multi-

dimensional dipolar-based (through space) and scalar-based

(through bond) correlation experiments remain the corner-

stone of experimental protocols for resonance assignments

and distance restraints in protein assemblies.7 Anisotropic

tensorial interactions (such as chemical shift and dipolar)

contain indispensable structural and dynamics information,

and to reintroduce those underMAS a variety of rf field pulse

schemes have been developed recently.7 In this section, we

review the current MAS NMR methods for studying protein

assemblies that work under a wide range of spinning

frequencies.

2.1. Through-Space Correlation Spectroscopy. Dipolar

correlations are necessary for gaining distance restraints

that form the basis for resonance assignments and 3D pro-

tein structure determination. In the past two decades, many

approaches for dipolar correlation spectroscopy in solids

have been developed that rely both on direct polarization

transfer between heteronuclei (13C, 15N) and on proton-

mediated or proton-driven polarization transfer (reviewed

in ref 7). Most of these methods were established for MAS

frequencies of 10�30 kHz. In the recent years, another

promising approach has emerged- the application of fast

MAS frequencies (ωr = 40�110 kHz) to enhance spectral

resolution and sensitivity (for 1H and, in some cases, hetero-

nuclei detection).8�10 Under these conditions, the conven-

tional spin diffusion experiments (such as DARR and PDSD)

and many of the sequences for dipolar and chemical shift

recoupling do not work. Therefore, we pursued the devel-

opment of methods that overcome the limitations of the

existing techniques. We introduced a family of rotor-syn-

chronized R2n
v symmetry sequences for spin diffusion

(RDSD).8 The R1
1, R2

1, and R2
2 recoupling efficiency at ωr of

40 kHz is comparable with or better than that of DARR at ωr

of 10�20 kHz. One drawback of this approach is the

dependence of the polarization transfer efficiency on the

isotropic chemical shift difference, yielding efficient recou-

pling for only subsets of correlations in the spectra, whichare

different for each of the four R2n
v sequences.8 Subsequently,

we have demonstrated that combined supercycled R2n
v-

driven (CORD) sequences are the best suited for 13C�13C

spin diffusion experiments under fast MAS as they yield

efficient broadband polarization transfer and uniform dis-

tribution of cross peak intensities across the entire correla-

tion spectrum11 (see Figure 1). CORD sequences are useful

for both resonance assignments and acquisition of long-

range distance restraints for protein structure determination.

In protein assemblies, knowledge of structure and dy-

namics of intermolecular interfaces formed by the binding

partners is also essential, and our laboratory employs differ-

ential isotopic labeling that permits to selectively illuminate

through-interface contacts. Using 1�73(U�13C,15N)/74�108-

(U�15N) E. coli thioredoxin reassembly, we introduced

a family of 2D experiments to detect through-interface
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heteronuclear 13C/15N or 13C/1H dipolar couplings.12 These

experiments are based on heteronuclear 13C/15N or 13C/1H

dipolar dephasing of the signals belonging to the U�13C,15N-

enriched molecule followed or preceded by either 15N�13C

long-rangemagnetization transfer across the intermolecular

interfaces or by 1H�15N or 15N�15N magnetization transfer

within the 15N-enriched molecule.

As illustrated in Figure 2, the 15N�13C REDOR-PAINCP

experiment yields long-range 15N�13C correlations arising

exclusively from the interfaces formed by the pair of differ-

entially enriched complementary fragments of thioredoxin.

In 15N�15N PDSD-REDOR and 1H�15N HETCOR-REDOR ex-

periments, correlations are observed corresponding solely

to the 74�108(U�15N) thioredoxin fragment, while those

associated with the 1�73(U�13C,15N) fragment are elimi-

nated by 13C/15N REDOR filter.12 The 1H�(13C)�15N REDOR-

HETCOR experiment additionally highlights the residues

situated at the interfaces between the two complementary

fragments of reassembled thioredoxin.12 This family of

experiments is applicable to a broad range of macromole-

cular assemblies including (and particularly beneficial to)

large systems.

2.2. Through-Bond Correlation Spectroscopy. Through-

bond, scalar-coupling-driven correlation spectroscopy is an-

other promising approach for structural investigations of

protein assemblies.13 Scalar correlations offer information

complementary to dipolar couplings. Scalar coupling-

based experiments are less sensitive to the molecular

motions than their dipolar-based counterparts. Several ap-

proaches exist for scalar-based spectroscopy in solids.14�17

For resonance assignments, constant-time J-based spectros-

copy yields outstanding resolution, which is essential when

working with large proteins and protein assemblies.18 The

sensitivity of these experiments is on parwith or better than

that in the dipolar-based transfers. J-based experiments are

compatible with in-phase/antiphase (IPAP) selection in the

direct dimension, yielding pure-phase spectra and further

resolution enhancements.15 The performance of scalar-

based polarization transfers is dramatically enhanced as

MAS frequencies and decoupling field strengths are in-

creased, and we anticipate that this approach will become

widespread under fast-MAS conditions.

2.3. Recoupling of Anisotropic Spin Interactions. Magic

angle spinning is essential for recording high-resolution

SSNMR spectra. At the same time, MAS suppresses valuable

information about molecular structure and dynamics, con-

tained in the orientational dependence of the anisotropic

spin interactions. Therefore, reintroduction of such inter-

actions under MAS by suitable rf pulse sequences

(termed recoupling) has been an active area of research

since the 1990s.7 An elegant approach for the design of

efficient recoupling sequences was established by Levitt

and co-workers, who discovered symmetry theorems

defining the relationships between the various degrees

of freedom (spin, space, rotation, and radiofrequency),19

which in turn serve as a guide in selecting the desired

terms of the Hamiltonian while discarding or minimizing

the unwanted interactions. This approach has been used

by multiple groups including ours for recoupling of chem-

ical shift and dipolar interactions.

FIGURE 1. (A) 2D 13C�13C CORD sequences: (1) basic CORD; (2) CORDxix; (3) CORDxy4. These irradiation schemes are composites of rotor-synchronized
R2n

v-symmetry sequences, R21
1 (ωrf = ωr), R21

2 (ωrf = ωr), R22
1 (ωrf = 1/2 ωr), and R22

2 (ωrf = 1/2 ωr). Each R2n
v element consists of two π pulses per

n rotor periods. (B) 2D 13C�13C CORDxy4 spectra of U�13C,15N-LC8 (ωr = 40 kHz). Polarization transfer is uniformly efficient in both aliphatic and
carbonyl regions of the spectrum.11
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We explored the applications of RNn
v-symmetry se-

quences for the recoupling of 13C/15N chemical shift20,21

and 1H�13C(15N) dipolar22,23 anisotropies. In proteins, the

CSA and dipolar tensors yield insights into structure and

dynamics unavailable from the isotropic parameters. For the

CSA recoupling, we have demonstrated that with the appro-

priately designed γ-encoded RNn
v symmetry sequences

either the first-rank or the second-rank spatial components

of 13C/15N CSA interaction can be efficiently reintroduced.20

These γ-encoded RNCSA symmetry schemes are suitable for

CSA recoupling under a wide range of MAS frequencies,

including 40 kHz and above, and perform well in both

isotopically enriched and natural-abundance systems20

(see Figure 3). RNn
v-symmetry based CSA recoupling

sequences are advantageous due to their tunability to

experimental conditions (rf field and MAS frequencies),

tolerance to experimental imperfections (rf mis-set), and

ability to recouple large CSA's (such as for carbonyl and

aromatic carbons).

We have examined the performance of RNn
v-symmetry

sequences for the recoupling of heteronuclear (1H�13C and
1H�15N) dipolar interaction. As shown in Figure 4, these

sequences display excellent selectivity for the recoupling of

the first-order heteronuclear dipolar average Hamiltonian

termswhile the homonuclear dipolar Hamiltonian terms are

suppressed.22 Most importantly, these experiments work

very well under MAS frequencies of 40 kHz and above,

and the high spectral resolution attained under these con-

ditions makes them particularly well suited for studies of

uniformly, extensively, and sparsely enriched proteins and

FIGURE 2. Experimental procedure for studying intermolecular interfaces in protein assemblies as illustrated with 1�73-(U�13C,15N)/
74�108-(U�15N) thioredoxin reassembly. (A) Differential labeling: the N-terminal fragment of thioredoxin (residues 1�73) is U�13C,15N labeled;
the C-terminal fragment (residues 74�108) contains U�15N labels. These two fragments assemble spontaneously in solution to form a noncovalent
complex with the 3D structure of intact thioredoxin. (B) 15N�13C REDOR-PAINCP sequence (top) and the corresponding 2D 15N�13C correlation
spectrum (bottom). The cross-peaks are correlations between residues comprising the intermolecular interface, as illustrated in (C). Adapted with
permission from ref 12. Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.
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protein assemblies, as we have demonstrated for the CAP-

Gly domain of mammalian dynactin22 (see Figure 4).

Finally, by correlating two anisotropic interactions, one

can obtain the relative orientation between the two corre-

sponding tensors, and this in turn informs on the bond

and dihedral angles.7 We have demonstrated that using

γ-encoded R-symmetry sequences in the context of a 3D

experiment, where the combined CSA and heteronuclear

dipolar recoupling are recorded, permits determination of

the relative orientations between the 1H�15N dipolar and
15N CSA tensors.21 These experiments yield the relative

tensor orientations for multiple sites and work well in

U�13C,15N-labeled proteins and assemblies.

2.4. Nonuniform Sampling. We and others have ex-

plored the utility of nonuniform sampling for efficient data

collection in multidimensional SSNMR spectroscopy.1,2 Rig-

orous analysis of the time-domain signals by Rovnyak et al.

established that inherent gains of up to 2.5-fold are possible

in each indirect dimension with appropriate NUS schedules,

provided exponentially decaying signals,3 and that the

resolution is maximized by sampling out to evolution times

of π 3T2*. SSNMR can take particular advantage of these

sensitivity gains without compromising the resolution due

to relatively fast spin�spin relaxation permitting sampling

of data points to the required evolution times. Indeed, as we

have demonstrated recently, sensitivity gains of 1.5�2.0-

fold in each indirect dimension can be readily attained in

multidimensional NUS-NMR experiments, compared to the

uniformly sampled data sets acquired within the same

experiment time.1

To assess the inherent sensitivity gains of the frequency-

domain signals in NUS experiments, we have introduced

maximum entropy interpolation (MINT) that relies on the

maximum entropy algorithm in the limit where the recon-

structed spectra are tightly constrained to the raw data. This

protocol ensures highly linear transformation between the

time- and frequency-domain signals allowing for the direct

comparison of spectral features with those in the data sets

acquired by uniform sampling and processed by fast Fourier

transform (FFT).1

In Figure 5, we illustrate the application of NUS/MINT to

1�73-(U�13C,15N)/74�108-(U�15N) thioredoxin reassem-

bly. The sensitivity enhancements from NUS are illustrated

in the one-dimensional traces of the pair of 2D NCACX

FIGURE 3. (A) General pulse scheme for R-symmetry-based recoupling of CSA interactions. (B) Rotor-synchronized RNn
v-symmetry rf pulses are

applied on heteronuclei during t1 evolution time to reintroduce CSA interactions under MAS conditions. RNn
v sequences consist of N π-pulses over n

rotor periods;ωrf = (N/2n)*ωr. (C) Experimental (black solid line) and simulated (blue dotted line) 15N σ1-CSA R81
3 lineshapes of Y169 residue in U-[13C,

15N]-TyrHIV-1 C-terminal domain (CTD) of CAprotein. (D) Experimental (black solid line) and simulated (blue dotted line) 13C� σ2-CSAR121
4 lineshapes

of Y169 in U-[13C, 15N]-Tyr HIV-1 CTD of CA protein. Adapted with permission from ref 20.
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spectra (NUS and US) acquired with the same experiment

time. A 3D NUS/MINT NCACX spectrum is also shown. The

experiment time was 4 days, and the corresponding US/FFT

spectrum would require 16 days of experiment time on this

sample andwould be out of reach for less sensitive samples.

NUS/MINT appears to be a promising venue for SSNMR

studies of large protein assemblies.

2.5. Sample Preparation and Characterization. Sample

preparation is an important practical aspect in studies of

large biomolecular assemblies. While SSNMR spectroscopy

does not have inherent limitationswith respect tomolecular

size or sample conditions (long-range order, crystallinity,

solubility, etc.), preparation of high-quality samples is the

most essential determinant of their successful characterization.

Generating pure isotopically labeled protein in amounts

sufficient for SSNMR is often a challenge, but rapid progress

has been made recently in recombinant protein expression

(using E. coli ormammalian or insect cells) as well as cell-free

protein production.24 While uniform labeling with 13C and
15N remains the most ubiquitous and information-rich

protocol, other schemes have emerged as well, such as sparse

and amino-acid-specific labeling. The various labeling proto-

cols for biomolecular SSNMR have been reviewed recently.25

We have employed differential labeling to study inter-

faces formedby interactingproteins inproteinassemblies.12,26,27

We have demonstrated that using a pair of protein mole-

cules to prepare an assembly, one U�13C,15N and another

U�15N, one can gain detailed structural information on the

U�13C,15N molecule and at the same time define the inter-

molecular interface by examining through-interface correla-

tions in specially designed experiments (see section 2.1 and

Figure 2). These experiments were established on a 108-

residue E. coli thioredoxin reassembly formed by reconstitu-

tion of the complementary 1�73/74�108 fragments; these

assemble spontaneously to form native thioredoxin struc-

ture. Using this procedure, we have generated a pair of

thioredoxin reassemblies, 1�73(U�15N)/74�108(U�13C,15N)

and 1�73(U�13C,15N)/74�108(U�15N).12,23,26,27

Once the suitable isotopic labeling protocols are identi-

fied, and the protein or protein assembly of interest is

FIGURE 4. (A, B) Three-dimensional DIPSHIFT sequences for 1H�15N and 1H�13C heteronuclear dipolar recoupling experiments under MAS
frequencies of 40 kHz and above. (C) Experimental H�CR dipolar order parameters SD (R163

2-based DIPSHIFT) plotted as a function of the residue
number for the sparsely-13C/U�15N enriched CAP-Gly. The blue and red dotted lines correspond to SD of 0.919 and 0.854, which are the average
values for the residues comprising β-sheets and loops/turns, respectively. (D) Thenanosecond-to-microsecond time scale backbonedynamics of CAP-
Gly mapped onto its tertiary structure, as captured by SD. Blue, SD = 0.95; red, SD = 0.80; the values between these limiting order parameters were
interpolated continuously. Reproduced with permission from ref 22. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society.
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purified, functional assays need to be conducted and/or

sample morphology needs to be examined. In our work

with microtubule-associated proteins and HIV-1 CA assem-

blies, we use a number of biophysical techniques to

ensure correct sample morphology and high conforma-

tional homogeneity.28�31 Among other methods, we

employ transmission electron microscopy (TEM), cryo-

scanning electron microscopy (cryoSEM), and confocal

microscopy to confirm that desired sample morphology

is formed. It is beneficial to perform the morphology

characterization both before and after the MAS experi-

ments, to ensure that the samples are intact under magic

angle spinning.30

2.6. Emerging Techniques.With the ever-increasing size

and complexity of biological systems under investigation,

sensitivity and resolution remain the two cornerstones of

biological SSNMR. In addition to the approaches outlined

above which are based on high magnetic fields, fast MAS

frequencies, and nonuniform sampling, there are several

recent promising developments that lie at the intersection of

two or more fields and deserve attention.

One example is the FROSTY protocol32 and its subse-

quent application to MAS NMR of sedimented proteins.33

These methods are based on transient protein sedimenta-

tion from solution to the MAS rotor walls upon spinning and

permit characterization of large-size proteins and protein

FIGURE 5. 2D NCACX spectra of 1�73-(U�13C,15N)/74�108-(U�15N) thioredoxin reassembly: (A) US/MINT and (B) NUS/MINT. I and II: lineshapes
extracted from the direct and indirect dimensions. Significant increase in sensitivity is observed for the NUS data set. New peaks in NUS spectra are
indicatedwith blue boxes. (C) Representative 2Dplanes froma3DNCACXNUS/MINT experiment. The indirect-dimensions data pointswere sampled
nonuniformly (25% points collected), and the experiment time is 4 days. The corresponding US experiment would be time prohibitive. Adapted with
permission from ref 1. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.
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complexes without the need to precipitate them out of

solution. Another direction is the use of paramagnetic

probes34 for assessing long-range distance information

in proteins (20�30 Å), through paramagnetic relaxa-

tion enhancements35 and paramagnetic pseudocontact

shifts,36 and speeding up SSNMR data collection by tak-

ing advantage of dramatically decreased spin�lattice

relaxation times in the presence of paramagnetic dopant

under fast-MAS (PACC).4,5 We have recently demon-

strated that combining PACC with NUS yields further

dramatic time savings in multidimensional NMR experi-

ments permitting data collection in a fraction of time it

takes to acquire a conventional data set,6 as illustrated in

Figure 6.

3. Structure and Dynamics of Protein Assem-
blies by SSNMR: Case Studies
From the above discussion, the reader can appreciate the

power and potential that contemporary SSNMR offers for

atomic-resolution characterization of large biologically im-

portant protein assemblies. In this section, we provide an

account of the recent studies where SSNMR offered unique

insights into the structural biology of two classes of systems,

cytoskeleton-associated and HIV-1 protein assemblies.

3.1. Cytoskeleton-Associated Protein Assemblies. Cyto-

skeletal structures and their associated proteins play fun-

damental roles in eukaryotic cells.37 However, the inter-

actions between the cytoskeletal structures (microtubules,

actin, and intermediate filaments) and their associated

FIGURE 6. (A, B) Sampling schedule for NUS-PACC 3D (A) NCOCA and (B) NCACB experiments conducted on the U�13C,15N-LC8 protein doped with
5mMCu(II)-EDTA. (C) Backbonewalk for theA21�A28 stretchof residues in LC8using three-dimensionalNUS-PACCNCACBandNCOCAexperiments.
The total experiment times are 27 and 9 h for the NCACB and NCOCA experiments, respectively. Reproduced with permission from ref 6. Copyright
2012 American Chemical Society.
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proteins still remain poorly understood at the atomic level,

due to the insolubility and lack of long-range order of

cytoskeleton assemblies.

The focus of our laboratory is investigation of microtu-

bule-associated motor proteins, dynein, dynactin, and kine-

sin, and their assemblies with microtubules by MAS NMR

spectroscopy. Microtubules (MTs) and microtubule-

associated proteins (MAPs) perform essential physiological

functions, including cell migration, mitosis, polarization and

differentiation, and vesicle and organelle transport.38 The

malfunctions of MAPs are associated with neurological

disorders.39 Understanding of the disease pathology re-

quires atomic-level knowledge of the structure and interac-

tions between MAPs and MTs.

We investigated the CAP-Gly microtubule-binding do-

main of the mammalian dynactin in its healthy state and

in pathogenic (Perry's Syndrome associated) mutations, by a

combination of SSNMR, solution NMR, and biophysical

techniques.22,29,40 We discovered that in the free state,

CAP-Gly displays unusual dynamic properties associated

with the high loop content, as illustrated in Figure 4.22 In

the Perry's Syndrome mutants, CAP-Gly exhibits reduced

stability and a significant number of chemical shift perturba-

tions while beingwell folded. Most strikingly and contrary to

the original hypotheses in the literature, the binding affinity

to the MTs is not decreased in the Perry's mutants with

respect to the wild type protein; at the same time, binding to

an MT plus-end tracking protein EB1 is abrogated.40 In line

with these observations is our discovery that, when as-

sembled on the microtubules, CAP-Gly exhibits multiple

chemical shift perturbations, indicating that its conformation

changes considerably upon binding.29 The results from

these studies are summarized in Figure 7.

We are studying anothermicrotubule-associated protein,

dynein light chain 8, LC8.41,42 LC8, an 89-residue protein, is

an integral subunit of cytoplasmic dynein, a multisubunit

microtubule-based retrograde motor. It is found in many

other protein complexes, and, through its interactions with

diverse binding partners, LC8 has a variety of dynein-

dependent and dynein-independent functions. Using a com-

bination of NMR spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction, and other

biophysical techniques, the binding interface between LC8

and PAK1 peptide was characterized and a novel sequence

identified that expands the LC8 interaction repertoire.42 We

have assigned the resonances of LC8 in the solid state,41 and

demonstrated using LC8 that NUS-PACC approach yields

dramatic time savings that will enable rapid data collection

in LC8 assemblies with its binding partners and in a wide

variety of protein assemblies,6 as shown in Figure 6.

3.2. HIV-1 and Other Viruses. Viruses and assemblies of

viral proteins and nucleic acids are of enormous biological

importance and interest. Two systems have been under

intense scrutiny during the past several years: the major

coat protein of intact Pf1 filamentous phagewhose structure

FIGURE7. (A, B) Negatively stained TEM images of CAP-Gly/microtubule complex at differentmagnification levels. (C, D) 21.1 TDARR spectra of CAP-
Gly/MT complex (black) overlaid with the spectra of the free CAP-Gly (blue): expansions of the aliphatic regions illustrating the chemical shift
differences in CAP-Gly upon binding to microtubules. (E, F) Representative 1D traces drawn through the aliphatic regions of DARR spectra and
illustrating the cross peaks for V44 (E) and T50 (F). Blue, free CAP-Gly; black, CAP-Gly/MT complex. Panels (C)�(F) are adaptedwith permission from ref
29. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.
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and dynamics were examined by MAS NMR43,44 and the

HIV-1 viral capsid.30,31,45

Our group investigates structure and dynamics of HIV-1

CA protein assemblies.8,20,30,31 HIV-1 capsid is a fullerene

conelike structure comprising 1500 copies of a 231-residue

CA protein, which encloses the viral RNA and a small

complement of viral proteins.46 The early stages of the

HIV-1 infection are accompanied by the capsid disassembly

(uncoating), a tightly spatially and temporally controlled

process, to release its contents into the cytoplasm of the

host cell for subsequent virus replication. Formation of the

conical structure requires pleiomorphic capsid with penta-

meric and hexameric oligomers coexisting in the same

assembly (for recent review, see ref 46). In vivo and in vitro,

CA protein assembles into various morphologies, such as

cones, spheres, and tubes. We examined the molecular

mechanism of the polymorphism and structural plas-

ticity responsible for the pleiomorphic capsid assemblies.

FIGURE 8. Summary of structural and dynamics studies HIV-1 CA assemblies of conical morphologies. (A) Schematic representation of the HIV-1
virion. (B)Morphologies of the in vitro assemblies of HIV-1 CA protein: tubes (left, confocal), cones (center, negatively stained TEM), and spheres (right,
confocal). (C) 21.1 T DARR spectra of conical assemblies of U�13C,15N CA. (D) Superposition of several X-ray structures of unassembled CA revealing
the different orientations of the C-terminal domain (CTD). (E) 13C�15N REDOR dephasing curves reveal millisecond time scale motions in the hinge
region (Y145) connecting the N- and C-terminal domains of CA, as probed through the tyrosine residues in U�13C,15N-Tyr-CA assembled into cones.
These millisecondmotions provide the conformational flexibility required for the assembly of CA into hexamers and pentamers and into the capsid
cone surface. (F) pH dependence of the W184 Hε1N resonances of the two predominant conformers probed through HSQC spectra of the CA CTD
dimer. (G) The intermolecular CTD�CTD interface structure. The solution NMR results reveal that the actual number of conformers accessible for CA
assembly into variedmorphologies is finite, and their relative populations in solution appear associatedwith an electrostatic interaction between the
W184 and E175 side chains. Parts of the figure are reproduced with permission from refs 30 and 31. Copyright 2010 and 2012 American Chemical
Society.
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Assignment of two-thirds of the residues in the CA assem-

blies of conical morphology was possible from the high-

quality 21.1 T SSNMR spectra, as illustrated in Figure 8.30

Through the measurements of the 13C�15N and 1H�15N

dipolar couplings in the U�13C,15N-Tyr-labeled CA conical

assembly, we have identified the presence of slow, milli-

second time scale motions in the flexible hinge region

linking the N- and the C-terminal domains of CA, which

open up the conformational space and permit formation of

multiple, varied conformers, as shown in Figure 8.31 Solution

NMR spectroscopy revealed a molecular switch mechanism

controlling the populations of the two conformers (one

major, one minor) that coexist in solution and are available

for the capsid assembly into cones.31 Studies are under way

to determine the full 3D structure and dynamics of the CA

assemblies and assemblies of Gag maturation intermedi-

ates, and to elucidate their interactions with various HIV-1

inhibitors.

4. Conclusions and Future Outlook
Solid-state MAS NMR spectroscopy has emerged as an

essential technique for structure and dynamics character-

ization of protein assemblies. We hope that we conveyed

to the reader our excitement and the tremendous poten-

tial of the field to provide atomic-resolution informa-

tion inaccessible from other structural biology and bio-

physics methods currently available to the research com-

munity. We anticipate that synergistic collaborations

between SSNMR spectroscopists and scientists in the fields

of cell biology and virology as well as the use of hybrid

methodologies will open new opportunities and new

systems leading to exciting discoveries into the bio-

logical functions and mechanisms of complex cellular

machineries.
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